The Accolade - reconstructing a scene.
Miniatures are fun and that is why most miniaturists love re-living our childhoods again as adults I dare say that it is way more fun now, than it was when I was a little girl - I have so many more
friends to share my ideas with - and all that fun we have with the challenges we set ourselves One of my favourite paintings is THE ACCOLADE - I have always been fasinated with the story of
Arthur, Sir Gallahad and Ginevere.
The challenge I set myself was to re-construct the painting in 1/12" - using only 'rubbish' I would
not purchase anything for this project - create it - that is the challenge Before you can do anything you need to analize the picture - break it own into smaller individual
parts.
Start with the
Colums/pillars - create or use old cake decoramain things you see tion
Crown - old weding band or cheap jewelry
Red silk curtain stencil, stamp or print emblem

Bend lady doll's neck to look down at Sir Galahad

Throne - Shivas Regal box

Re-sculpt left hand to hold sword(made
from cocktail swords) right hand to
hold Scabbard (swords cover - Fimo)
Shield (and sword) - possible
shrink paper?

Dark velvet cushion decorated with gold braid

White silk dress with gold detail
Brown leather cushion for kneeling doll

Tunic - red silk with printed or painted emblem
Helmit - old salt cellar carefully cut

Leather soles for feet

Chain-mail - painted loosely knitted cloth

Press Sir Galahads hands together in the wet
greenware stage, bend feet down to accomodate
kneeling.
1. Guinevere- doll with sword (the biggest challenge the correct sword)
2. Sir Gallahad - doll kneeling, hands together head down - dressed in chain-mail (I knew there was
a
reason I collected all those magazines for the last 17 years thanks Viola and Dolls in
Miniature)
3. The throne - oh I could so see the Shivas Regal box turning into a throne 4. The shield
5. Curtain in the background under the window- small hooks to hold curtain up
6. stain glass window- great stuff - Print a window in colour off the net onto Transparant paper

Guinevere

Because I would prefer Guinevere to stand on her
own and did not want the hassle of disguising a
doll stand I opted to use a Manikin body (House
of Caron )with a Head molded on in the wet
leather hard stage - I chose a Gina Bellows doll
face, I just love the features. Victoria's head is
just perfect. You could use any doll head that you
have.
I poured a pair of legs, and in the wet stage cut off
the front of the foot, and molded it onto the long
skirt of the manikin, this will make it easier to
drape the dress over her foot. It's all about the
detail. In the original painting her Right foot is
peeping out under her dress. As the two dolls are
the main feature of the scene, I have tried to
recreate them as close to the original painting as
possible.

Choosing suitable hands from the many wonderful moulds available was
not an easy task, eventually the long slender fingers of the Gina Bellous
hands proved to be the perfect choice. Adapting or manipulating
greenware (the raw porcelain) is a a very exciting creative way to make a
doll unique and allows for your own personal artistic flair to shine
through. Not all of miniaturists are sculpurers, we are however all very
creative. - The way Guinevere holds the sword is vitally important, and
I felt her hand needed to 'speak' by itself - it had to be able to hold the
sword that knights Sir Galahad.
So cutting a chunk out her wrist and bend the hand down, carefully with raw wet slip mould the hand back
together at the wrist. Smooth out any lumps or imperfections with a little distilled water. Separated all the
fingers, straightened the index finger out over the sword. Neaten up any cracking or breakage with raw slip.
Wrapped the other three fingers round the handle, neatening the fingers with a little water after any repairs with
the slip. I used a 4mm round piece of dowel to simulate the sword. Porcelain shrinks up to 25% when fired in
the kiln. The left hand did not need as much surgery, just her hand closing around the top of the sword cover
will be sufficient. Leave the pieces to dry completely for 48 hours and then fire to maturity.
There are so many wonderful painting tutorials on the web - so excuse me for skipping this whole step http://www.cynthiahoweminiatures.com/chinapainting1.htm
http://msatminidolls.minilists.com/face1.htm

Petticoat - I found a beautiful old piece of cotton lace,

Sewing 101

- FINALLY gosh
don't you just hate all the prep work
to get to the part you really enjoy - I
am fanatical about sewing and sewing machines - hence this dress for
Guinevere created on a normal domestic sewing machine -

not wanting to cut the lace to only use the edge sometimes the old methods are still the best - heirloom
sewing is the re-creation of the ancient techniques used in
the past. Heirloom sewing is not limited to old fashioned
hand work, we can get terrific results with our sewing
machine - All you need is a sewing machine, thread and a
WING NEEDLE -

Use basic instructions from http://www.frillsandfancyezine.com/FF3/DANA/Comtesse6.html
Join cotton lace and piece of cotton,
using a 2.5mm straight stitch
Replace you needle in your machine with a WING NEEDLE-

One of the secrets of heirloom sewing is the starch, I however prefer the
WATER SOLUBLE STABILIZER used in the embroidery industry.
Spray a fine mist of TEMPORARY SEWING ADHESIVE onto a piece
of the stabilizer, tear away stabilizer does not work, trust me, the time spent trying to remove all the little pieces of
paper out of the sewing on the back, makes the cost of the water soluble worth while. There is an added bonus water
soluble melts in warm water and turns into a very sticky gluey starchy mixture which is wonderful for draping!!
Using the same technique we used on the petticoat - line the hemline of the
dress with water soluble stabilizer, use spray adhesive sparingly as too much
can result in marks being left on the fabric.
Using a Gold Metallic embroidery thread in the
bobbin as well as the needle, select the smallest
scallop and start at the back center seam, as close to
the edge as possible, start scalloping the edge.
Follow with more decorative stitching.
The amount os stitching is entirely up to you - I chose to do the scallop on the edge and 4 rows of decorative stitches.
Repeat the scalloped edge on the long V of the sleeves Trimming the scallops is a tedious job, however there is a wonderful much easier way to do it - use a soldering iron A poly blend fabric works wonderfully, cottons a bit more work. The heated
soldering iron melts the fabric causing it to pull inward to the stitching - this not
only seals the fabric, but cuts out the frey check stage of miniatures. - Rince the
dress, petticoat ans sleeves in warm water - it's like magic - the paper dissapears
leaving neat beautiful heirloom sewing Join
Use a flat edged lace for the neckline of Guinevere MOST IMPORTANT don't forget to add a piece of polystyrene behind your doll,
this is to accommodate the draping of the petticoat and the dress - and the step in
the picture - Guinevere's dress drapes from the step infron of the throne, down to
where she is standing.
the pieces of the dress

Dressing Guinevere
Draping is Dana's favorite thing - so
follow her instructions she so willingly shares in her tutorial Remember I used the dissolved
washable backing as my glue/starch
for this dress - oh it is so sticky BUT
the results are well worth the effort.
SLEEVES - I added the gold straight
stitching into the white of the fabric
to 'miniature' it more the stripes were
way to big One of my special secrets that I must share with you - like previously mentioned I do EVERYTHING back to front
- so there is not right way or wrong way to do anything - as long as you achieve the desired results - who really cares
how you got there to start with - I as a rule do not paint my dolls until they are dressed - so often the idea we start
with ends up being the total opposite of what we end up with - I assemble and dress my doll completely, drape the
dress and the slip one of my cotton nets over my doll - see below
For me the added advantage of slipping the net over my draped dress
is the warmness of my hands helps pleat the skirt and hold it in place,
the cotton net protects the clothing until I am completely happy with
my doll and her expression.
I use a number of different painting mediums - depending on how I
fee at the time with the doll I am working with. Generally I prefer
HUMBRIL model paints - the paint very thin lines and result in what
I think are exceptional eyes that just "speak to me"- for me the eyes
are the mirror to the soul and I try get them as realistic as I possibly
can.
Next Wig your doll and when done - just
cut the cotton net off and your doll is
ready, neat and clean.
The cotton net I use - is available from
the chemist and is FINGER BANDAGE
It works well as hip rolls to. Perfect to
wrap around your sewing cottons etc.

Finding a box was easy, a off the shelf space saver
box was the perfect size -

A empty 1000 m embroidery cotton spool, a
pen stand
and a piece
of cardboard.
Roll card

into a circle, place

Using my scraps of Polystyrene - Measure and cut your
first step. The beautiful collum in the picture I have
been ligging around the country for the best part of 15
years - see we do eventually find use for our rubbish!

A ceramic candle stick (seen above) perfect for the middle collum.
Cake collums (see Left) will also work.
You can also make your own collum, See picture Below.
it over the first tier of the pen stand,
glue in place. Place cotton stand, long
stem into the card roll. Glue in place.
Paint. Walla a perfect collum.

KNEELING PAD - Cut 2 pieces of soft dark brown
leather, 9cmx6cm (3,5"x2.25") with a hole punch punch
holes on the edge all round both pieces about 4mm apart.
Cut a single piece of any black fabric 10cmx13cm(4"x5")
fold in half and sew up left side and across the top. Turn
inside out fill with fine cat litter, building sand or filling.
sew closed. Cut 1 long as thin as possible string of
shammy leather, sandwich the filled black pillow between
the two pieces of brown leather. Sew together with
Shammy string. Be careful not to pull it too tight - you
want the black show inner showing through.

THE LADY OF SHALLOT - stain glass window - print on overhead projector transparency.

The original (left) and the reconstruction (Right)
The entire scene was made from scrap - the only purchase was the box at
R65-00 ($9.50 aprox.)

Stain glass window - downloaded
and printed

Crown-old plastic ring
painted gold

Arches - cut from scrap
polystyrene

Curtain-pongi linning
off cuts

Collum - old
candle holder

covered in printed stonework.

Throne- old sweet tin

Sword - a icecream stick

Helmet, a salt cellar lid and half a
curtain end

Wall paper - downloaded and
printed

Tiles- odd tile cut
to size
Polystyrene

Cushion-lether
offcuts
Clothing for both dolls made from fabric off cuts- Guinevere's dress stitched in Gold on a sewing machine. Sir
lancelots tunic drawn with a black and gold pen.
Grey paint - i made my own texture paint by taking a cup of old PVA we had in the garage, added a cup of washed
building sand and black colour pigment tint.

THRONE

On a final note - the lesson I learned doing this project was - you don't need money to achieve good results - all you
need is a pile of junk and the ability to visualize the completed item. Analyze your picture or idea. Break it down
into manageable size tasks. Complete each task before moving on to the next task. If something works for you - don't
change it. Each and everyone of us have the ability to create phenomenal miniatures, believe in your own ability and
do research. Find as much information on your subject. Keep yourself focused. If a task is not working for you change it. Pack it away for another day. Do something else.
Trying to fix a mess normally leads to a bigger mess, so don't waste the
time. Don't worry about what others may think or say, as long as you are
happy, nothing else matters. Miniatures really is better than Prozac. It is
therapeutic and enjoyable - remember that the next time a project is not
working out - this is supposed to be relaxing and fun - so go on try
something different and have some fun!!
Happy Miniaturing from a Very Hot Sunny South Africa

Lianda
Thanks to:
My Boyfriend - Martiens who helped with the Throne, Helmet and sword.
Mom for putting up with numerious telephone calls (30 a day) My sons, who took
over cooking, washing, ironing and cleaning! Thanks Guys.
Most important The Lord for my talents and all of you who make it all worth while.
Till next time

